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The New Age Handbook is a comprehensive survey of alternative spiritualities: their history, their global impact, their cultural
influence and how they are understood by scholars.
The Celestine VisionLiving the New Spiritual AwarenessGrand Central Publishing
THE #1 BESTSELLING INTERNATIONAL PHENOMENON - NOW WITH A NEW PREFACE You have never read a book like this
before--a book that comes along once in a lifetime to change lives forever. In the rain forests of Peru, an ancient manuscript has
been discovered. Within its pages are 9 key insights into life itself -- insights each human being is predicted to grasp sequentially;
one insight, then another, as we move toward a completely spiritual culture on Earth. Drawing on ancient wisdom, it tells you how
to make connections among the events happening in your life right now and lets you see what is going to happen to you in the
years to come. The story it tells is a gripping one of adventure and discovery, but it is also a guidebook that has the power to
crystallize your perceptions of why you are where you are in life and to direct your steps with a new energy and optimism as you
head into tomorrow. Praise for The Celestine Prophecy "A gripping adventure story filled with intrigue, suspense, and spiritual
revelations." - Commonwealth Journal "A spiritual classic...a book to read and reread, to cherish, and to give to friends." - Joan
Borysenko, PhD, author of Fire in the Soul "In his inimitable style of great storytelling, Redfield opens us up to a world of insight,
inspiration, synchronicity, and power." - Deepak Chopra
Griffiths narrative moves like a searchlight over each phase of church history, illuminating the visions, options, and choices behind
events. He traces the rise of a dominator version of Christianity, in which the primary concern was a chain of command to be
followed, with rewards or punishments according to the degree of obedience. And beside this he illuminates another face of
Christianity, concerned with healing all divisions between loved and unloved people. The story Griffith presents is often deeply
disturbing, as in his unstinting accounts concerning the gospel for women , or the age of holy wars and witch hunts. But ultimately
his story offers solid grounds for optimism. He shows that all contention between different religious visions can be a process of
building partnership. As Griffith points out, Jesus himself wished to debate his opponents openly, not to silence or eliminate them.
He was not afraid of real encounter, or the potential of creative conflict.I want to congratulate Brian Griffith on this masterful,
controversial, and highly readable account. His book offers hope in a divided world, where reaction against globalized godless
corporate secularism meets with a war on religious fundamentalism . I hope to see other writers do comparable work in
highlighting the partnership and dominator visions within their religious traditions around the world. Riane Eisler, author of The
Chalice & the Blade, Sacred Pleasure, Tomorrows Children, The Power of Partnership, The Real Wealth of Nations"I find it gives
me an incredibly clarifying perspective on Christianity way beyond my previous understanding. It should be read by everyone with
an interest in Western Civilization. It is a marvelous companion to The Great Turning." David Korten, author of The Great Turning:
From Empire to Earth Community
Transformative learning involves experiencing a deep, structural shift in the basic premises of thought, feelings, and actions. It is a
shift of consciousness that dramatically and permanently alters our way of being in the world. Such a shift involves our
understanding of ourselves and our self-locations; our relationships with other humans and with the natural world; our
understanding of relations of power in interlocking structures of class, race and gender; our body awarenesses; our visions of
alternative approaches to living; and our sense of possibilities for social justice and peace and personal joy. The editors of this
collection make several challenges to the existing field of transformative learning - the first is to theoreticians, who have attempted
to describe the nature of transformative learning without regard to the content of transformative learning. The editors argue that
transformative learning theory cannot be constructed in a content-neutral or context-free way. Their second challenge, which
assumes the importance content for transformative learning, is to educators as practitioners. The editors argue that transformative
learning requires new educational practices consistent with the content. Arts-based research and arts-based teaching/learning
practices are one example of such new educational practices. Education for the soul, or spiritual practices such as meditation or
modified martial arts or indigenous peoples' forms of teaching/learning, is another example. Each article in the collection presents
a possible model of these new practices.
Based on a reading of more than three hundred self-help books, Sandra K. Dolby examines this remarkably popular genre to
define "self-help" in a way that's compelling to academics and lay readers alike. Self-Help Books also offers an interpretation of
why these books are so popular, arguing that they continue the well-established American penchant for self-education, articulate
problems of daily life and supposed solutions for them, and present their content in an accessible rather than arcane form and
style. Using methods associated with folklore studies, Dolby then examines how the genre makes use of stories, aphorisms, and a
worldview that is at once traditional and contemporary. The overarching premise of the study is that self-help books, much like
fairy tales, take traditional materials, especially stories and ideas, and recast them into extended essays that people happily read,
think about, try to apply, and then set aside when a new embodiment of the genre comes along.
This hands-on guide is the perfect companion volume for The Tenth Insight. It provides detailed explanations and exercises on
topics including: previous lifetimes, soul groups, birth visions, the use of dreams and prayers, the afterlife, and the World Vision. It
helps us experience first-hand how our own lives fit into the eternal cycles... teaches us how to discover our own personal
missions... and reveals how we can all take part in the ultimately joyful world changes revealed in The Tenth Insight.
Now readers can carry the spiritual wonder of the New York Times bestselling The Celestine Prophecy with them and reflect upon
the philosophies of James Redfield whenever and wherever they like. This beautifully designed pocket-sized guide provides
detailed explorations of the nine insights, which are the essence of this incredibly successful spiritual classic which has been
published in 32 countries. Two-color interior.
Her most controversial book is one you will never forget. An outspoken thinker, a celebrated actress, a truly independent woman, Shirley
MacLaine goes beyond her previous two bestsellers to take us on an intimate yet powerful journey into her personal life and inner self. An
intense, clandestine love affair with a prominent politician sparks Shirley MacLaine's quest of self-discovery. From Stockholm to Hawaii to the
mountain vastness of Peru, from disbelief to radiant affirmation, she at last discovers the roots of her very existence. . . and the infinite
possibilities of life. Shirley MacLaine opens her heart to explore the meaning of a great and enduring passion with her lover Gerry; the
mystery of her soul's connection with her best friend David; the tantalizing secrets behind a great actor's inspiration with the late Peter
Sellers. And through it all, Shirley MacLaine's courage and candor new doors, new insights, new revelations-and a luminous new world she
invites us all to share.
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The #1 bestselling phenomenon with millions of copies sold around the world -- now with a guide to creating your own Celestine Prophecy
experience. You have never read a book like this before--a book that comes along once in a lifetime to change lives forever. In the rain
forests of Peru, an ancient manuscript has been discovered. Within its pages are 9 key insights into life itself -- insights each human being is
predicted to grasp sequentially; one insight, then another, as we move toward a completely spiritual culture on Earth. Drawing on ancient
wisdom, it tells you how to make connections among the events happening in your life right now and lets you see what is going to happen to
you in the years to come. The story it tells is a gripping one of adventure and discovery, but it is also a guidebook that has the power to
crystallize your perceptions of why you are where you are in life and to direct your steps with a new energy and optimism as you head into
tomorrow. Praise for The Celestine Prophecy "A gripping adventure story filled with intrigue, suspense, and spiritual revelations." -
Commonwealth Journal "A spiritual classic...a book to read and reread, to cherish, and to give to friends." - Joan Borysenko, PhD, author of
Fire in the Soul "In his inimitable style of great storytelling, Redfield opens us up to a world of insight, inspiration, synchronicity, and power." -
Deepak Chopra
Based on his personal experiences, the author of"The Celestine Prophecy" and "The Tenth Insight" shares his vision for--and explains how to
achieve--a new era of global peace and understanding.
In a world racked by violence and conflict, James Redfield and Michael Murphy—leading cocreators of today's spiritual boom—present a
message of hope and a vision for the future. It is no accident, they argue, that the twentieth and early twenty-first centuries have witnessed a
revolution in new human capacities. Daily we hear and read about supernormal athletic feats; clairvoyant perception; lives transformed by
meditative practices; healing through prayer-and we ourselves experience these things. The authors contend that thousands of years of
human striving have delivered us to this very moment, in which each act of self-development is creating a new stage in planetary
evolution—and the emergence of a human species possessed of vastly expanded potential.
Running with the Fairies: Towards a Transpersonal Anthropology of Religion is a unique account of the living spirituality and mysticism of
fairyfolk in Ireland. Fairyfolk are fairyminded people who have had direct experiences with the divine energy and appearance of fairies, and
fairypeople, who additionally know that they have been reincarnated from the Fairy Realm. While fairies have been folklore, superstition, or
fantasy for most children and adults, now for the first time in a scholarly work, highly educated persons speak frankly about their
religious/spiritual experiences, journeys, and transformations in connection with these angel-like spirit beings. Set in academic and popular
historical perspectives, this first scholarly account of the Fairy Faith for over a hundred years, since believer Evans-Wentz’s 1911 published
doctoral dissertation The Fairy-Faith in Celtic Countries, integrates a participatory, “going native” anthropology with transpersonal
psychology. Providing extensive verbatim interviews and discussions, this path-breaking work recognizes the reality of nature spirit beings in
a Western context. Through intensive on-site fieldwork, the PhD cultural anthropologist author discovers, describes and interviews authentic
mystics aligned with these intermediary deific beings. With an extensive introduction placing fairies in the context of the anthropology of
religion, animism, mysticism, and consciousness, this daring ethnography considers notions of “belief”, “perception”, and spiritual
“experience”, and with intricate detail extends the focus of anthropological research on spirit beings which previously have been considered
as locally real only in indigenous and Eastern cultures.
The purpose of this book is to share a revelation. The information on which this revelation is based came from the Universal Mind (God). It
came in whispers. It came through dreams. It came when experiencing the heightened awareness of meditation or hypnotic trance or mental
imagery. It was often received in the form of startling intuition. The vehicle for presenting this revelation is the story of one person’s
developmental journey from simple consciousness to cosmic awareness. The main character (Gregg) arrives at a potent juncture in his life
where all the negatives and positives seem to feed into a central purpose. The more he learns, the more he is able to see. Events in his life
that are "no coincidence" become ever more frequent and lead him to significant discoveries. These discoveries accumulate and one day
they result in a powerful flash of insight that he instantly knows is something vitally important for peace in the world and the ultimate survival
of human life.
U.S. foreign policy has undergone seven cycles of fluctuating political commitment to the moral principles at the heart of U.S. national identity.
Under President Clinton, Salla asserts, the U.S. achieved a "grand synthesis" of power and morality, thereby making possible a more
interventionist foreign policy in response to current global challenges.
Surveys the current political situation worldwide and proposes emergent paradigms.
Let your unconscious heal you Listening to your dreams can help you understand the ‘inner’ knowledge your body
contains and your dreams express. Our emotions influence the production of healing and destructive opiates within our
bodies – our feelings impact our physical well-being. In Dreams, Counselling and Healing, experienced psychotherapist
and dream expert Brenda Mallon shows how you can harness your dreams to heal yourself. Using counselling sessions,
material from workshops and groupwork and from first-hand accounts, reinforced with an in-depth knowledge of
contemporary research in dreams and therapy, Brenda Mallon will help you discover what your unconscious is trying to
tell you. Dreams, Counselling and Healing explores how dream content reveals crucial insights that enhance healing in
body, mind and spirit. This is an invaluable book for anyone who wants to learn more about the interpretation dreams and
their dynamic application to making positive life changes, physically, spiritually and emotionally.
The Power of Love, Living From Our Hearts is the first in a series of books designed to elevate an individual into a state
of awareness. It is a transformational process of our choosing to use our conscious awareness in each moment to come
from love instead of fear. The purpose of this book is to assist in remembering the truth of our magnificence. This process
occurs by becoming self-realized: The self-realization that we create our reality through our thoughts, words, and actions.
When our mental, emotional, and physical bodies align with unlimited love, there is no lack or self-imposed limitations.
Everything is possible. The function of this book is to provide spiritual information with effective practical tools. The
information demonstrates how to integrate a spiritual life style within a successful current reality. It bridges the gap
between religious and non-religious individuals. This book contains seven Universal Truths and several practical tools
successfully applied by many clients, family members and other professionals, along with my personal journey of self-
discovery. Tremendous wisdom is gained learning from many of life’s challenges, such as morbid obesity (weighing at
one point 428 lbs.), financial bankruptcy, childrearing as a result of sibling death, and divorce.
A boy completes a quest by following the insights about life he discovers around him.
The JOURNEY OF RAINSNOW, centuries in the making, yet destined for our own times, is an extraordinary book, at the
same time personal and universal, private and planetary. THE JOURNEY OF RAINSNOW is the story of one man’s
mystical odyssey of self-discovery, as he leaves behind the fetters of his "rational" past, to map out a new territory of life
within his heart. It is a story which moves from the hard, practical streets of New York City, to a New Age awakening,
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driven by paranormal experiences, powerful synchronicities, and a vivid stream of past-life memories, which give us
glimpses of times and places as diverse as ancient Egypt and Greece, feudal Japan and imperial China, Maya and Aztec
Mexico, Native North America, and Nazi Germany. As the adventure unfolds, so, too, do history’s most critical lessons,
and the deepest mysteries of life. THE JOURNEY OF RAINSNOW, destined to be a New Age classic, is truly a must
read for anyone immersed in the search for life’s meaning; for anyone committed to the struggle of our world to heal and
survive.
You begin your quest with "The Celestine Prophecy," a parable that reads like a gripping adventure tale. Here you
discover that an ancient Peruvian manuscript has disappeared. Although few Westerners know of its existence and a
government wants to suppress it, this precious document contains an important secret: the nine Insights the human race
is predicted to grasp as we enter an era of true spiritual awareness. To find the manuscript, you will journey high into the
Andes mountains and into the deepest places of the self. When the last of the nine Insights is revealed to you, you will
have an exciting new image of human life, and a positive vision of how we will save this planet, its creatures and its
beauty. But one Insight will still be missing...
On December 21, 2012, the Mayan calendar will end. Many see it as an apocalyptic sign. But is it? In The Twelfth Insight,
the long-awaited fourth book in the beloved Celestine Series, we again follow our Hero and his close friend Wil. They
have just received a portion of another ancient and mysterious manuscript that describes a secret approach to spirituality
that is silently arriving in the second decade of the 21st Century. But the manuscript is only available in fragments. To
understand its full meaning for mankind, our Hero and Wil begin an urgent search to find the message in its entirety. As
they embrace the power of Synchronicity and begin their search, they are confronted by powerful political forces and
religious extremists that stand in the way of these spiritual revelations. Utilizing what he calls the "parable effect," and
based on his own sources, James Redfield explores the similarities and differences that exist among the world religions,
revealing the essential messages contained within them that can energize our experience of spirituality-- and produce a
new wave of integrity and reform that can transform our lives and our world.
This book contains several different levels of meaning, each with its own episodes of adventure, intrigue, and message.
The levels of discourse also can be seen as various stages in the sojourn of the main character, Gregg, from simple
consciousness to cosmic awareness. Several vehicles help Gregg reach his epiphanies, including dreams, meditation,
coincidences, and two near-death experiences. A visit to Greece that included stops at the Delphic Oracles historic site
and Agamemnon's tomb greatly expanded his perceptive abilities. While standing inside the beehive-shaped tomb, he
felt he had been "slammed through a time warp to a new level of awareness," which he would later describe as
"holographic awareness." The group dynamics revelation that he divined or rediscovered through intuition, dreams and
meditation is certainly important enough in itself as it sheds light on many of the social ills of our day. But the real power
and value of this book is that it demonstrates how one person can and does reach higher levels of awareness and being.
Riding with the Phoenix provides fresh insights on and linkages to new research and understanding about human
awareness. It serves as a metaphor for the increasing consciousness of the entire human species so necessary in these
times of the augmenting and unresolved transboundary and transcultural dilemmas that we face.
Continuing the exciting adventures of The Celestine Prophecy and The Tenth Insight, this new book takes you to the
snow-covered Himalayas, in search of the legendary Tibetan utopia of Shambhala. As you follow a child's instructions,
are pursued by hostile Chinese agents, and look for a lost friend, you will experience a new awareness of
synchronicity...and discover, hidden among the world's highest mountains, the secrets that affect all humanity. For
Shambhala not only actually exists, but is destined to be found in our time-and will reveal powerful truths that can
transform the world.
The Encyclopedia of Religion and Nature, originally published in 2005, is a landmark work in the burgeoning field of
religion and nature. It covers a vast and interdisciplinary range of material, from thinkers to religious traditions and
beyond, with clarity and style. Widely praised by reviewers and the recipient of two reference work awards since its
publication (see www.religionandnature.com/ern), this new, more affordable version is a must-have book for anyone
interested in the manifold and fascinating links between religion and nature, in all their many senses.
THE MESSAGE OF RAINSNOW, a book which stands by itself, is the inspirational and practical sequel to THE
JOURNEY OF RAINSNOW. While the first book presented an esoteric chronicle filled with insights for our times, THE
MESSAGE OF RAINSNOW crystallizes the unfolding consciousness of THE JOURNEY into a pragmatic blueprint for
achieving global transformation. As many other books, it upholds the values of community, spirituality, and respect for
nature, seeing, in these elements, the pillars of our collective salvation. Unlike other books, however, this one seeks not
only to promote these invaluable ideals, but to build a concrete bridge from where we are now, to where we must go: to
the new world of the future in which these cherished, but distant, ideals will finally become reality. Most importantly of all,
THE MESSAGE OF RAINSNOW seeks to awaken, and to create the living people who will become the embodiment of
these indispensable ideals: the advanced guard of our world’s march to life. It is a journey, and a privilege, which begins
by reading this book.
The perfect companion volume for The Tenth Insight, this hands-on guide was written to help individuals and groups
implement the ideas found in that book. How can the Tenth Insight Change My Life? The insights found in The Celestine
Prophecy and The Tenth Insight have touched the lives of many millions of people; they are not theoretical. When we
become aware of how they work, coincidences and serendipitous encounters increase for us. As our level of
consciousness expands, our vision of the world is transformed, and we get a glimpse into the heart of creation. And as
we learn how thought and visualization precede reality, we can begin to harness them to benefit our own future and the
future of the earth. This book provides detailed explanations and exercises on Tenth Insight topics: previous lifetimes,
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soul groups, birth visions, the use of dreams and prayers, the afterlife, and the World Vision. It helps us experience
firsthand how our own lives fit into the eternal cycles... teaches us how to discover our own personal missions...and
reveals how we can all take part in the ultimately joyful world changes described in The Tenth Insight.
The adventure that began with The Celestine Prophecy continues as the action shifts to a wilderness in the American
Southeast where the narrator's friend has disappeared.
Find Enlightenment Through Your Physical Body Audrey Mairi views enlightenment not as a philosophical puzzle to solve
or a spiritual epiphany but instead as an everyday experience grounded in ordinary physical movements. Designed for all
ages and fitness levels, Trager for Self-Healing presents simple ways to increase awareness of the present moment.
While many books offer advice about being in the now, few point out practical ways to experience what that actually feels
like. The exercises in this book are designed to anchor the feeling of presence in the body/mind. Based on the work of
Dr. Milton Trager, this book will guide you to release holding patterns, open to the Life Force, and make healthy choices,
bringing love and light into your life.
Are you over-scheduled, focused on the past, or over-emotional? It could be because you’re just not paying attention. As
a result, your life may feel like a stressful mystery, filled with frustration, confusion, self-doubt, worry, and fear. Wouldn’t
you rather live a funfilled and exciting adventure filled with happiness? If you stop and listen, that life can be yours. Life
talks to us in many ways—through our intuition, thoughts, bodies, emotions, instincts, animals, time, money, passion, love,
and struggles. When we learn to listen, our lives become easier and profoundly more fulfilling. Qualified counsellor
Phoebe Hutchison wants to help you live your best possible life. In this guide, she shares easy-to-use strategies to help
you • increase your understanding of your life, circumstances, and issues; • improve your life through strategies to
overcome negative thinking, depression, low self-esteem, anger, addiction, relationship and parenting problems, and
more; • identify techniques to help you transcend your personal issues; • live in the present moment more often; and •
interpret life’s messages so that you can live your best life. When you learn to acknowledge your power, understand
life’s unwritten rules, and use the tools you were born with, you can step out of one world and into another.
The first book in a new series by the multimillion-copy bestselling author of Conversations with God. Neale Donald
Walsch has changed the way millions of Americans think about God. His Conversations with God series, book 1, book 2,
and book 3, have all been New York Times bestsellers- book 1 for over two years. The essence of Neale Donald
Walsch's message lies at the heart of faith- the sacred place in every person, where he stands alone with his God.
Walsch urges each of us to forge our own unique relationship with God, a God who is everywhere and speaks to us in all
we do. It is up to us to stop and listen. It is up to us to respond...to begin the conversation. And a conversation is the first
step, just as in any relationship, in establishing trust, in building friendship, in creating communion. In Friendship with
God, Neale Donald Walsch shares the next part of his journey, and leads us to deepen and strengthen our own bonds
with God. He honors our heart's desire: a closer connection, richer and fuller. A friendship with God.
James Redfield's bestselling adventures into metaphysical mysteries, self-discovery, and spiritual enlightenment,
featuring both The Celestine Prophecy and The Tenth Insight together in this special edition. James Redfield's
bestselling adventures into metaphysical mysteries, self-discovery, and spiritual enlightenment, featuring both The
Celestine Prophecy and The Tenth Insight together in this special edition. You begin your quest with The Celestine
Prophecy, a parable that reads like a gripping adventure tale. Here you discover that an ancient Peruvian manuscript has
disappeared. Although few Westerners know of its existence and a government wants to suppress it, this precious
document contains an important secret: the nine Insights the human race is predicted to grasp as we enter an era of true
spiritual awareness. To find the manuscript, you will journey high into the Andes mountains and into the deepest places
of the self. When the last of the nine Insights is revealed to you, you will have an exciting new image of human life, and a
positive vision of how we will save this planet, its creatures and its beauty. But one Insight will still be missing... Now
journey to an old-growth forest deep in the Appalachian Mountains to continue your adventure in search of The Tenth
Insight. It is a trip that will take you through portals into other dimensions, to memories of past experiences and other
centuries, to the moment before our conception and through to the passage of death and what comes after. And back on
Earth, you will see the fear of the future that is endangering Earth's spiritual renaissance, and you will struggle to
overcome this fear by exploring the nature of intuition, synchronicity, and visualization. With words that resonate with our
deepest intuitions and illuminate both the world outside us and within us, James Redfield offers us all a unique,
revelatory, and ultimately joyful vision of human spirituality. One that could change your life-and perhaps the world.
In his bestselling book, THE SEAT OF THE SOUL, Gary Zukav's driving concept was 'multi-sensory perception', an innate sense that allows
people to experience the world beyond the five senses, to listen harder to who they are and ultimately to save one's life. Now in SOUL
STORIES, Gary Zukav brings this concept and many others vividly alive, with marvellous true stories of how they manifest themselves in
individual lives. This book is enormously practical in the way the author builds on each specific story to a discussion of its application to the
reader's needs, leading to a deeper understanding of authentic power and inner peace. And best of all, it is wonderfully readable and even
more accessible than THE SEAT OF THE SOUL.
Rudolf Nureyev had it all: beauty, genius, charm, passion, and sex appeal. No other dancer of our time has generated the same excitement,
for both men and women, on or off the stage. With Nureyev: The Life, Julie Kavanagh shows how his intense drive and passion for dance
propelled him from a poor, Tatar-peasant background to the most sophisticated circles of London, Paris, and New York. His dramatic
defection to the West in l961 created a Cold War crisis and made him an instant celebrity, but this was just the beginning. Nureyev spent the
rest of his life breaking barriers: reinventing male technique, “crashing the gates” of modern dance, iconoclastically updating the most
hallowed classics, and making dance history by partnering England’ s prima ballerina assoluta, Margot Fonteyn--a woman twice his age. He
danced for almost all the major choreographers--Frederick Ashton, George Balanchine, Kenneth MacMillan, Jerome Robbins, Maurice Béjart,
Roland Petit--his main motive, he claimed, for having left the Kirov. But Nureyev also made it his mission to stage Russia’s full-length
masterpieces in the West. His highly personal productions of Swan Lake, The Nutcracker, Raymonda, Romeo and Juliet, and La Bayadère
are the mainstays of the Paris Opéra Ballet repertory to this day. An inspirational director and teacher, Nureyev was a Diaghilev-like mentor
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to young protégés across the globe--from Karen Kain and Monica Mason (now directors themselves), to Sylvie Guillem, Elisabeth Platel,
Laurent Hilaire and Kenneth Greve. Sex, as much as dance, was a driving force for Nureyev. From his first secret liaison in Russia to his
tempestuous relationship with the great Danish dancer Erik Bruhn, we see not only Nureyev’s notorious homosexual history unfold, but also
learn of his profound effect on women--whether a Sixties wild child or Jackie Kennedy and Lee Radziwill or the aging Marlene Dietrich.
Among the first victims of AIDS, Nureyev was diagnosed HIV positive in 1984 but defied the disease for nearly a decade, dancing, directing
the Paris Opéra Ballet, choreographing, and even beginning a new career as a conductor. Still making plans for the future, Nureyev finally
succumbed and died in January l993. Drawing on previously undisclosed letters, diaries, home-movie footage, interviews with Nureyev’s
inner circle, and her own dance background, Julie Kavanagh gives the most intimate, revealing, and dramatic picture we have ever had of
this dazzling, complex figure. NOTE: This edition does not include photos.
The late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries have heralded the birth of many special children who exhibit unique sensitivities and
abilities. This book shows how these children can be recognized and nurtured as the special people they truly are.
This volume deals with the transformation of unchurched religious creativity in the late modern West. It analyzes the ways in which the
advance of science, globalization and individualism have fundamentally reshaped esoteric religious traditions, from theosophy to the New
Age. This publication has also been published in paperback, please click here for details.
We all face adversity, both man-made and natural. How do we survive the loss of a loved one, a betrayal, illness, even impending death, and
still find meaning in our lives? Even a "normal" life can seem empty, in spite of material possessions, success, power, and pleasure. In our
search for fulfillment and meaning, we work through our past and present conflicts, cuddle our inner child, and redesign our outer adult. We
attend workshops on life and secular spirituality and explore the comforts of traditional religion. We get married and divorced, experiment with
drugs and alcohol, change jobs. And while our restlessness and unease may abate temporarily, the hollow feeling that there is something
missing always returns. In his profound and accessible work, The Art of Serenity: The Path to a Joyful Life in the Best and Worst of Times,
Dr. T. Byram Karasu offers us the key to an extraordinary state of mind -- authentic, soulful happiness -- in the face of everything our life has
to offer and take away. The door to this state of mind is opened by a combination of soul and spirit. It involves the soul through the love of
others, love of work, and the love of community. It involves the spirit through belief in the sacred and belief in transformation. It culminates in
the love of and belief in God. Brilliantly synthesizing psychology and spirituality, Dr. Karasu will guide you to explore the deepest yearnings of
your heart. There is no end to the journey to real happiness; there is no best place to start or best time to begin. So where and when to start?
Start here, where you are, and start now.
In this perceptive guidebook, Dr. Marilyn Barrick discusses the Indigo, Crystal and Spirited children, their mission to help Earth fulfill her
divine destiny and the special challenges to the parents raising these extraordinary children.
In this step-by-step guide James Redfield begins his exploration of the emerging interest in spirituality around the globe. Beginning with a
survey of the most common synchronistic experiences, he shows how those interested in broadening their spiritual perception can actually
experience for themselves the shifts in consciousness that are changing the human world. Described as the most direct explanation of the
new world vision presented in the phenomenally successful Celestine fiction series, this fascinating and illuminating book reveals the author's
inside view of how we are discovering the transcendent in our everyday existence and interpreting our individual synchronicity to find our
destined purpose in life. Based on James Redfield's own experiences and those reported to him from every corner of the world since the
writing of The Celestine Prophecy and The Tenth Insight, this book describes the first-hand growth techniques Celestine fans everywhere are
looking for - perfectly setting the stage for the next remarkable book in the Celestine series, The Eleventh Insight.
"Tapestry" is a collection of short stories, poetry and prose that illustrates one man's struggle to maintain his individuality and reconnect with
his spirituality. It transcends gender, race, etc. Its barebones honesty and sensitivity make it inspiring and entertaining.
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